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About This Game

All Eve ever wanted was to protect and preserve the land, but after five years of being a ranger in Yosemite National Park, she’s
just about ready to throw in the towel. The people are careless, her co-workers are annoying, and thanks to an increasingly tight
budget she can hardly do her job. Fed up and burned out, Eve lashes out, but after being transferred to a remote cabin post in

return, she only finds herself more uncertain of the value of being a ranger. Soon after arriving, three strange girls corner her in
the cabin. Not only do they claim to live there, but they also say they’re the manifestations of Zion, Yellowstone, and Yosemite

National Parks! Are these girls really who they say they are? Why is Yosemite so obsessed with her research? And why does one
of them have a volcano on their head? Follow Eve as she gets closer with these spritely cuties that put the “natural” in

“supernatural,” and maybe even discovers a new kind of love for the parks.
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Multiple episodes to enjoy! (Please note only episode 1 is available at this time!)

Adorable character art and CG art from Satchely!

Gallery to view CG art and guest art

A wonderful original soundtrack

FULL English voice acting!

National parks come to life as cute girls!
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Title: National Park Girls
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Studio Coattails
Publisher:
Sekai Project
Franchise:
National Park Girls
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 GHz Intel or AMD Processor

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL or DirectX Compatible Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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national park girls steam. national park girls

At first, I bought this game for the meme. However, I suddenly realized it was much more than that. A lot of thought was put
into the lore and story of this game, and I was hooked within the first half hour of play. I love this game unironically. The
coding, the art, the voice acting, the story, everything is so much better than I could ever have imagined. I've gone through my
fair share of VNs, but I wholeheartedly believe that this is the best-made one I've ever played. I could feel my soul being
cleansed while I was playing. It's brilliantly created.

The characters, despite their apparent strangeness in the fact that one of them literally has a volcano on her head, actually feel
realistic and down to Earth. The protagonist, Eve Aadams, feels as if she is on a totally different level than every other visual
novel protagonist I've encountered, as in, she's not some dense, dumbass guy, and instead she stands her ground in the face of
adversity and is willing to rip someone's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665apart if she wouldn't be fired for it. I would go so far
as to even say that in this series, Eve is best girl. The other characters too, each have their own quirks and charms that make
them likable regardless of preferences. Also, they were drawn by the same artist as the one from Doki Doki Literature Club!

While this episode is pretty short, as I completed it within two hours, I believe that my $4.49 + tax did not go to waste at all. I
have made the decision that I will purchase the remaining four episodes as soon as each one is released. Just thinking about this
game makes me happy.

I actually learned things about the national parks during my playthrough. However, this game makes me feel bad for not liking
nature, and for sitting in my room on my PC instead of enjoying the natural world.

TL;DR this game does  everything well and I highly recommend it to anyone who likes visual novels.. C O M F Y and W H O L E S
O M E .

This isn't just a meme VN banking on a meme premise, it's genuinely very well polished and lovingly crafted. If you happen to be
weary of western VNs, there is little to no weeaboo or intrusive japanese influence outside of the stunning artstyle. Hell, it isn't even
yuri unless you'd like to see it as yuri.

There are no choices or gameplay interactions here however, it's a very straightforward VN. That might not be particularly
appealing to some, but I enjoyed my time immensely nonetheless.

Yellowstone is a cute, and I want her eruptions to disintegrate me into soot along with half of the United States!. I bought this VN
thinking it was a complete joke, but man this thing got me hooked. Like hands down amazing. From the Voice Acting to the art and
the animation as well. Great job to all of the devs who worked on it. Really looking forward to Episode 2 and the rest. Going to buy
the Soundtrack cause that's also amazing.

10\/10 Would recommend even at full price. The 1st time I heard of NPG is actually from Studio \u00c9lan channel. Rly glad I
did. ^_^
I had a good laugh and can relate a lot with Eve. When I was a kid I grew up with the kind of anime\/game\/story that not only
spark imagination\/sense of adventure but also meaningful life lessons. As I grow older I noticed the drop in quality for many
things including game\/anime industry. Sparkly with zero substance. I'm glad to know there is still ppl who care enough to create
content that isn't just there to appease the primate brains. As long as Studio Coattails stays true to this you have my support..
everything about this VN is amazing. Even the first episode already made me craving for the rest of the episodes. Waiting 3 months
for each episode is really hard.... but ill stick till the end :)
. Initially I bought it because I saw that the artwork was made by Satchely, the artist behind the VN that's really close to my heart:
DDLC.

And to be fully honest, I thought I'd refund it really early in. But, to my surprise, I was completely blown away. The artwork was
undeniably amazing, the music together with the ambient sounds were really awesome and the story was great as well. One of my
best 4\u20ac purchases so far.

Also yuri undertones, nice~
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So a cutie ranger girl, her airhead oneesan supervisor and huggable national parks? Yeah I'm sold.
As for now only one episode is available, and it's pretty good. Since it's from the creators of Highway Blossoms, I'm pretty
confident that the upcoming episodes are only gonna be better.

Volcano hair is now my new fetish. Boiling water atop your head? Damn that's neat.. Okay where to start, the soundtrack of this
game is amazingly done, it's super relaxing to listen to but isn't too distracting from the voices. The voice acting is perfect, and
sounds very fitting for the characters they're portraying. The art-style was partially what peaked my interest in this game because
the artist that did the characters for this VN also did DDLC! I cannot wait for more episodes of this, and was thoroughly
impressed overall with this very polished VN. Feel free to check out gameplay of me trying this out: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=R7CpWpKqVCE
(I play offline so it doesn't record how long I've played.). This one caught me off guard. Honestly wasn't expecting much but this
ended up being quite the pleasant surprise. It's english voiced and has great art work. I also really enjoyed the story so far. That
being said you should note this is the first episode so it is on the short side. It is also kinetic so no choices.

This is my first ever review so that in its self should say something. This story has a lot of potential and i truly believe its worth
the read.. This visual novel is amazing! Characters, voice this is all awesome.Definitely advise to buy this novel!~ >~<. I might
add some more things once more Episodes get released. National Park Girls is a very polished VN, where you play as a Park
Ranger and meet all the different National Parks, yes you meet them, because all of them are young cute girls. Sounds kinda
weird, but also interesting and that is exactly what this is. A refreshing and new Idea that although it just started and is only the
first Episode, already feels like a very cute and well done Story. The Art is Phenomenal and the Game has english Voice Acting
which is something so rare that I always am super excited if a VN gets released that has it. As a Result there are also no
grammer or spelling mistakes. What I also really like is the Menu and the HUD, they really made it their own since it looks
different then every other VN I have played yet.

Since it has such a low Pricetag I would really recommend you checking it out. Also there is no 18+ Patch since this is an All
Ages VN :)

Overall Score: 8.9\/10

Check out my Currator Page: https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/34401214\/. Speaking from experience, National Park
Girls is not particularly accurate in its depiction of working for the National Park Service, however, the game itself admits this, so
this is fine.

It's a nice VN that has a ton of heart, and isn't a joke. Everyone involved has given it their all and it accumulates to an experience
that more than does its initial premise justice. I don't have much else to say other than I'm happy picking this up Day 1 and I'm
looking forward to the rest of the episodes. If this inspires someone to take up a career in the field, that can only be a good thing..
We lewded battleships, planes, tanks, monsters, greek gods, consoles, robots, food, dinosaurs, countries, browsers, bowsers, cats,
dogs, rabbits and pretty much every known animal out there. Now the time has finally come for us to lewd National Parks! Trully
the next step towards humanity's enlightment. I am not a very experienced reviewer, however, I decided to write something here,
because I got experience from that Visual Novel which I truly didn't expect. I am not a big fan of VNs, so my opinion can -and will-
be subjective.
I've seen the first hour of that game on YouTube and truly fell in love with the atmosphere. So much that I decided to buy it for
myself. In the beginning, I was very skeptical about the idea of playing\/watching the video about the game at all. I mean, 
"National Park Girls" is not a very philosophic title, isn't it? But the atmosphere with beautiful soundtrack does its thing. Do
not expect very strong plot or even choices from that game, but if you want just put all your study, work or worries off and
sense a relaxation of escaping from your place by staying in Yosemite National Park for a few hours - this is exactly the
game what you need. Comfy, and beautiful, and wholesome.. Short VN Game I liked it Its your Basic How too Kind of style
You Know from How to start fires in campsite How to catch Food How to drive off Bad people When Doing your Job Etc.
Whats really Cool though The 3 Paintings Match the 3 girls that Appeared Yellowstone Zion And The Other girl lol Yellow
Stone had Volcano on Top of her head Funny Zion Had green flowers as Wreath Like thing And the other one she was Made
of rock Her chin was. Welll For ep 1 only VN it was Good I liked it Not too Bad I say I would Recc this to Anyone if your
The Out doors type.. I loved it! Everything about this game was wonderful: the story, writing, characters, art, music, and the
experience! I look forward to the future installments of this series.
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